
GOOD AND GORGEOUS?

[re]design’s unique classification key highlights the 
range of design approaches on show at [re]design 06. 
Look out for the coloured tags beside each product.KEY

[RE]CLAIM Designs using waste materials in 
the raw, without reprocessing.

[RE]CREATE
Customised or personalisable designs – 
making an emotive connection between 
owner and object.  

[RE]CYCLE Designs made with reprocessed 
waste materials.

[RE]DUCE
Designs which minimise waste of 
energy and materials, are 
multifunctional, or raise 
awareness of resource use.    

[RE]MAKE
Designs that allow easy, cost- 
effective disassembly and re-use 
of parts or recycling at end of life.    

[RE]MIND Characterful designs that evoke 
memories, reminding you to 
treasure them.   

[RE]SOURCE
Designs using renewable natural 
materials, managed to ensure a 
sustainable supply.

[RE]SPOND Sociable designs which invite 
interaction and friendliness.

[RE]USE
Designs making creative use of 
readymade, second-hand objects 
and components.  
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OLD TRUMAN BREWERY

“ALL CHANGE”
LOST AND FOUND
Take a London icon home – a Routemaster 
bus destination lightbox, with bus-bell 
button switch, and low energy lighting.   

BIG CRUSH
STUDIOMOLD
Re-used crushed plastic bottles are stacked 
into a tower, transforming them into a 
sculptural standard lamp. 

BIG GIRLS’ BAGS
WEMAKE
Cuddly, customisable bags – buy ready- 
made from old blankets, or as a pattern to 
help you reinvent your well-loved textiles.

BIG KID’S MITTS
WEMAKE
We defy you not to grin and clap your hands 
with glee when you put on these big, bright 
blanket mittens.

BIKE LIGHT
FRIDASFORM
Re-cycling? Here's a shining example. This 
wall light cleverly re-uses part of a defunct 
bicycle frame.

BINVENTION
SPROUT DESIGN
A bright, practical bin with high recycled 
aluminium content. Re-uses carrier bags to 
separate household waste for recycling.

BLOCKS
HEIDI SPENCER
Reclaimed railway sleeper seats, evocatively 
decorated with vintage ribbon, hessian, 
stitching, printed and handwritten text.

BLOCKO
SCRAP?
Glass blocks reclaimed from a demolished 
factory are illuminated with long-lasting, 
low-energy LEDs to create this chunky light.

BOOK BOOKCASE
CARPENTER & CARPENTER
Ever wondered what might happen to all 
those second-hand books nobody buys? 
Here’s one apt answer.

TWEED CUSHIONS
XIMENA RANSOM
Collection of cushions combining diverse 
textures and colours – all fabrics from 
second hand / charity shops. 

8’x4’
RICHARD BROOM DESIGNS
Cunningly efficient use of an 8'x4' ply sheet 
to make a chair, coffee table, dining table 
and picture frame.

BUCKLE-UP LEAD AND COLLAR
BUCKLE-UP PRODUCTS
Your dog will be best in show with this 
original design. Pick your own colours and 
design online. 

BUCKLE-UP KEY HOLDER
BUCKLE-UP PRODUCTS
Make sure your keys are always in a safe 
place with this clever new use for old car 
seatbelt buckles. 

BUM
SCRAP?
Saggy-bottomed old jeans start a new life as 
a roomy rack for your magazines to lounge 
around in.

BLOSSOM CAPE 
DR EMMA NEUBERG
Plastic has never been so luxurious –  
gorgeous hand-printed, hand-painted PEVA  
textiles, a more friendly alternative to PVC. 

CAP’N KENZAN
ONESLICE
Designed for small-scale production, this 
reclaimed steel stem holder avoids 
energy-intensive steel reprocessing.

CARD-COMP-CASE
GILES MILLER
Made entirely from recycled material, this 
case lets you show the world you care about 
sustainable design.

CARDS FOR EVERYDAY...
LUCY JANE BATCHELOR
Cards with activities and paper gifts – 
extending their lifecycle in fun ways. Soy inks 
on recycled paper, with minimum waste. 

CASCADE 
MICHELLE BRAND
From mundane to magnificent – plastic 
bottle bases and tag ties are transformed 
into this eye-catching piece.

CLAMP
DAVID STOVELL
Chunky, tactile layers of printer’s trimmings, 
with no glues or fixings, allowing easy 
disassembly for recycling / repair.  

CLOCK STOOL
LOVE ME TWICE
It may not be accurate, but it has a lovely 
face! A vintage clock becomes a seat to 
stand the test of time... 

CLUTCH BAGS
USE UK
Made with vintage buckles and waste 
leather from the furniture industry, which 
would normally be thrown away.

COCOCHAIR
ALESSANDRO ZAMPIERI DESIGN
Chunky, curvy chair carved from coconut 
coir sheets - rubberised with latex, layered 
together, and upholstered in eco wool. 

COME SIT FOR A BIT
FRIDASFORM
Somewhere to park yourself – perhaps on 
short visits to someone else's desk. A seat 
cleverly constructed from old bike bits.  

CUSHION ECOSYSTEM
ZORA LA FÉE
Luxurious cushions covered in pure silk 
wrapped over linen and recycled plastic 
textiles, filled with Hevea tree flowers. 

CUSHIONING THE GUILT
SOPHIE GORTON
Its distinctive texture resembles worn leather, 
but this tactile cushion is actually made from 
a reclaimed blanket – printed and dyed.

CUSHIONS
USE UK
Fabric from sample books, destined for 
landfill, is rescued and reinvented as these 
stylish, colourful cushions. 

ECO PLASTICS TABLEWARE
MYRINE CREATIONS
Tableware created from discarded beads 
and toys, recycled using a hydraulic heat 
press and screenprinted with acrylic inks. 

ECO WALLPAPER
MYRINE CREATIONS
Digital print is layered with delicate “petals” 
cut from reclaimed plastic bags, on fairly 
traded, unbleached Indian cotton rag paper.  

EMMAWINERACK
ARRIS DESIGN
Simply cutting and folding stainless steel 
sheet allows this wine rack to be 
manufactured efficiently with minimal waste. 

ENOP1
COOL ACOUSTICS
A body formed from recycled HIPS provides 
weight and acoustic quality for a desirable 
semi-hollow electric guitar. 

EX-BOX BENCH 
GILES MILLER 
This length-adaptable bench is made from 
recycled cardboard with minimal energy 
required for production.

FELT ROLE
SETAREH AREFI
Sumptuous handmade felt created using 
factory wool waste, combining traditional 
craft with laser cutting and engraving.

FFS2002
COOL ACOUSTICS
This all-polymer guitar, including recycled 
acrylic, reduces reliance on dwindling stocks 
of the tonewoods traditionally used. 

FLAT CAP BAG
GIRL WITH BEADS
It’ll make you proud to go cap in hand... A 
stylish new lease of life for discarded flat 
caps. 

FLOHOOK1
ARRIS DESIGN
Simple but effective – a hook laser-cut and 
folded from steel sheet, minimising waste 
and production time. Manufactured locally.

FLOHOOK4
ARRIS DESIGN
A bigger version of Flohook 1 – again 
demonstrating the efficient use of materials 
and time through cut-and-fold design. 

FLOWERFALL
MICHELLE BRAND
Combining dramatic scale with delicate 
flower-like forms of plastic bottle bases, 
demonstrating the potential beauty of scrap.

FLOWMAKER CARDS
WEMAKE
Inspiration guaranteed with this versatile tool 
– a pack of cards which will stimulate, 
inform and evaluate the design process.

GARDENING GLOVES
STEPHANIE HUGHES
Gardening gloves that bring you closer to 
nature, using chamomile-dyed calico and 
reclaimed leather from charity shop jackets.

GIRAFFE CHAIR
STARTUP DESIGN
Bright and wild, this funky kids’ seat finds a 
use for varying thicknesses and types of 
locally sourced scrap timber. 

GRACE TABLE
MALCOLM BAKER
Aptly-named, elegant table designed for 
future production using the energy-efficient 
steam-bending process. 

GRANDAD’S JUMPER
SOPHIE GORTON
An old jumper totally transformed by laser 
etching, stitching and felt elements still 
brings its history to the mix. 

GREEN WOOD DESIGN
TOM MACHIN
Bold hair accessories and jewellery, using 
traditional craft techniques to celebrate the 
colours and textures of offcut “waste” wood.  

GROWLAMP
ALEXANDER HARRIS
Muscle-powered light using layers of 
certified renewable wood, recycled plastic 
and bioplastic with long-lasting LEDs.  

HALLWAYSTOOL 
FRIDASFORM 
A perfect perching place to take the weight 
off your feet for a little while - made from an 
old bicycle saddle. 

MADE IN 
PIECES OF YOU
With graphics inspired by garment labels, 
this cushion is made from organic hemp 
cotton canvas with reconstituted foam filler.

HANDY JEWELLERY 
SECCO
Colourful jewellery adding unexpected value 
to old phone buttons. Hand-made by a social 
enterprise tackling long-term unemployment.  

HOMAGE MIRROR
MALCOLM BAKER
Be the greenest of them all with this elegant 
mirror combining locally-sourced oak, 
natural pigments and water-based lacquer.

ICELAND BATH CUSHION
DENISE BIRD WOVEN TEXTILES
Like to recline and relax in the bath, but 
can’t get comfy? Try this handy cushion – 
especially for stressed mums. 

INKUKU
RANDOM TWEAK
Bright and beautiful chair made from 
reclaimed plastic bags, using a technique 
originating in South African townships. 

ISHONGOLOLO
RANDOM TWEAK
The tactile, dense texture of this stool is 
crafted from reclaimed wool, using a 
technique from South African townships.

LABYRINTH
PUPASTUDIO
Scaleable interactive installations created 
from waste cardboard tubes, fabric 
remnants and communications cables.

LAMPSHADES
USE UK
Bold and beautiful lampshades from recycled 
card with unsprayed lamp rings, printed with 
a wide range of limited edition patterns. 

LINEN BIN
CARPENTER & CARPENTER
A bin you could compost, but won’t want to. 
Made from flax (a fast growing, low pesticide 
crop) with sustainably-sourced beech.  

LONG FLOWER PANEL WALLPAPER
INTERACTIVE WALLPAPER TM
Patterned wallpaper panels with additional 
decorative elements that can be removed 
and replaced, on a recycled flax base. 

LOOK MA NO HANDS
ONESLICE
Multifunctional storage / display units 
exploring the aesthetics and uses of 
reclaimed laminated chipboard.

LUCKY DICE
BARLEY MASSEY
Upholstered in vinyl offcuts from a local 
business, these dice seats ask to be thrown 
and may even give the right answer...

LUGGAGE SOFA
LOVE ME TWICE
Combining a sturdy vintage suitcase with 
Chinese silk upholstery, this portable sofa is 
perfect for comfy picknicking.  

ARM CHAIR, HENRIETTA
JULIENNE DOLPHIN WILDING
A charmingly eccentric character, Henrietta 
is made from salvaged English yew with 
poseable arms.

MINI CASCADE
MICHELLE BRAND
Beautiful piece that takes advantage of the 
neglected decorative qualities of plastic 
bottle bases.

MONOLITH
DRAIGO
Bold table lamp that makes eye-catching 
use of the aesthetic qualities of a stack of 
discarded CDs.

MULTISHEER ROOM DIVIDER 
KATE GOLDSWORTHY
Gorgeous layered textiles, made from 
eco-certified polyester with removable, 
recyclable, sublimation-printed decoration.

OLD BLANKET
SOPHIE GORTON
Proving that, with skill and style, even a 
discarded blanket can be refashioned into a 
desirable jacket. 

ORBOST SPINY CRAYFISH LAMP
ECORESONANCE
A sculptural lamp thermoformed from 
recycled automotive acrylic. Profits assist 
protection of endangered species. 

PAUSE:
OTTO FURNITURE LIMITED
Built to last, this elegant, multifunctional 
piece of furniture is crafted from FSC oak 
with natural oil / wax finish.

POLYTROLLEY
DAVID HENSHALL DESIGN
Encourages walking to the shops with an 
improved, lightweight, non-sagging trolley 
design in PP. Disassemblable for recycling.

POOL ROCKER CHAIR
GILES MILLER
Stylish, fun rocking chair made from recycled 
and recyclable cardboard, with a waste-free, 
low energy manufacturing process. 

RA1
COOL ACOUSTICS
Conserves valuable tonewoods, replacing 
them with low-cost plywood. Polycarbonate 
soundboard provides fantastic sound quality. 

RD3 CHAIR
COHDA
Light, sculptural chair from recycled waste 
plastic, homogenised and re-formed using 
Cohda's unique energy-saving URE process.

RECYCLED CARPETS WALLCOVER
SETAREH AREFI
Recycled carpet tiles are reinvented as richly 
coloured and patterned wall hangings, using 
eco-friendly heat transfer printing.

REHOLSTERED
SPACE ODDITY
The remains of a defunct office chair are 
brought back to life with a distinctively 
handcrafted greenwood ash seat and back. 

SAFETY RANGE
SECCO
Accessories manufactured by social 
enterprises, extending the life of seatbelts 
from old cars with a range of new uses. 

SHELVES FOR LIFE
WW.MODCONS
Furniture to last a lifetime and beyond – a 
set of made to measure shelves, designed to 
be reassembled into a coffin at end of life. 

SIDESTEP CUTLERY
PLAY DESIGN
Combining bold shapes with nostalgically 
engraved handles, this cutlery range reuses 
waste metal from Range Rover sidesteps.

SPOONER
ONESLICE
DIY recycling – with a drill, coping saw and 
elbow grease you can make a bottle opener 
from an old spoon.  

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
DANIJELA JECMENICA
This seemingly ordinary carrier bag 
transforms into two sealable storage bags – 
and is made from compostable plastic.  

TENGREEN
ZERO-WASTE DESIGN
Modular shelving re-using glass bottles and 
waste timber. Easily reconfigured to change 
with your needs.

THAT’S MAGIC!
SCRAP?
A handful of old studio favourites are 
combined with reclaimed wood to become 
an original, quirky key rack. 

TLIP
SPINIFEX
Reclaimed laminated chipboard from local 
office and house refurbishments is used to 
make these handy kitchen trees.  

BARKCLOTH LAMPSHADE
MALCOLM BAKER
Fairly traded African barkcloth lampshade 
with an intriguing tactile texture – providing 
soft, warm lighting.

VIDLOO
TRI-DESIGN
An experimental shelter offering a new twist 
on the concept of retreating from the world 
with a stack of videos…   

WHITE HORSE RUG
ANNIE SHERBURNE DESIGNS
Tactile rug inspired by chalk hill carvings, 
incorporating recycled yarn, UK organic and 
rare breed wool, and natural dyed linen. 

WOODPECKER
BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE
An old house beam, simply sanded and 
drilled, becomes a characterful and 
space-saving wine rack. 

YARNS
ANNIE SHERBURNE DESIGNS
High-quality yarn incorporating waste textiles 
from a London recycling depot – in three 
thicknesses, for blankets, knitting, or rugs. 

YOUR STOOL
RYUICHI TABU
Blooming multifunctional seat with pull-out 
arms to rearrange and customise for your 
needs. 

RAIN OF FLOWERS
ZORA LA FÉE 
Made to measure tableware collection in 
organic cotton or linen printed with water- 
based inks in spring colours.

BLOOD CHAIR
COHDA
Distinctive, densely textured yet surprisingly 
light chair. Heat-formed from plastic waste 
using Cohda's energy-saving URE process.

BIC_DEGRADE PEN
CREATIVE INITIATIVE
Biodegradable plastic pens that will be with 
you for the long haul, reminding you of how 
many miles you’ve written. 

FRET
STUDIOMOLD
Elegant, space-saving flat speakers using 
recycled plastic. Plug in your MP3 player to 
resonate the sound through cardboard.

LITTLE CRUSH 
STUDIOMOLD 
Big Crush’s little brother, an intriguing 
abstract form created from a single crushed 
plastic bottle.

GOLDEN SUN MOTH LOUNGE
ECORESONANCE
Organic-formed seat with thermo-moulded 
recycled plastic shell, recycled stainless 
steel and black wattle timber.

A420
Sustainable Issue Mapping

ALESSANDRO ZAMPIERI DESIGN
Cocochair

ALEXANDER HARRIS
Growlamp

ANNIE SHERBURNE DESIGNS
Hare Rug
White Horse Rug
Yarns

ARRIS DESIGN
Emmawinerack
Flohook1
Flohook4

BARLEY MASSEY
Lucky Dice

BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE
Woodpecker

BUCKLE-UP PRODUCTS
Buckle-up Dog Collar
Buckle-up Key Holder

CANONBURY ARTS
Bioresin

CAROLINE RAFFAN GLASS
Square Lamp

CARPENTER & CARPENTER
Book Bookcase
Linen Bin

COHDA
Blood Chair
RD3 

COOL ACOUSTICS
ENOP1
FFS2002
RA1

CREATIVE INTIATIVE
Bic_degrade Pen

DANIJELA JECMENICA
Sustainable Packaging

DAVID HENSHALL DESIGN 
Polytrolley

DAVID STOVELL
Clamp

DENISE BIRD WOVEN TEXTILES
Iceland Bath Cushion

DR EMMA NEUBERG
Blossom Cape

DRAIGO
Monolith

ECORESONANCE
Golden Sun Moth Lounge
Kiljuhanhi
Orbost Spiny Crayfish Lamp

EMMA BERRY
Birty

FANNY FELIPEZ BOSS
Bench Or Table
Pendant Light

FRIDASFORM
Bike Light
Come Sit For A Bit
Hallwaystool 
GILES MILLER
Card-Comp-Case
Ex-Box Bench
Pool Rocker Chair

GIRLWITHBEADS
Flat Cap Bag     
GREEN-WORKS
Cube
Kiddi Bench

GUY ARZI
Rocky Cinema Chairs

HEIDI SPENCER
Blocks

HÉLÈNE DOLLEY
Other People’s Wishes
Suspending Lamp

INTERACTIVE WALLPAPER TM
Long Flower Panel Wallpaper Kit

JENNY HUBBARD DESIGN
Grow Pod
Silver Sandwich Box
Stamp It!

JULIENNE DOLPHIN WILDING
Arm Chair, Henrietta
Yew Board Back Chair

KATE GOLDSWORTHY
MultiSheer Room Divider Panel

KIN
Pintless

LOST AND FOUND
"All Change" Destination Lightbox

LOVE ME TWICE
Clock Stool
Luggage Sofa

LUCY JANE BATCHELOR
Cards For Everyday and Special Days

MALCOLM BAKER FURNITURE 
DESIGN
Barkcloth Lampshade
Grace Table
Homage Mirror

MEDITE MDF
Medite Ecologique 
MICHELLE BRAND
Cascade
Flowerfall
Mini Cascade

MYRINE CREATIONS
Eco Plastics Tableware
Eco Wallpaper

ONESLICE
Cap'n Kenzan
Look_Ma_No_Hands 
Spooner

OTTO FURNITURE LIMITED
Pause: 
PIECES OF YOU
Made In

PLAY DESIGN
Milkit
Sidestep Cutlery

PLI DESIGN
Grass Board
Grass Table
Honeycomb Shelf System
Hoop

PUPASTUDIO
Labyrinth  
RANDOM TWEAK
Inkuku
Ishongololo
[RE]DESIGN
[re]play

REESTORE
Ben

RICHARD BROOM DESIGNS
8'x4'

RYUICHI TABU
Your Stool

SCRAP?
Blocko
Bum
That’s Magic!

SECCO 
Handy Jewellery
Safety Range

SETAREH AREFI
Felt Role
Recycled Carpets For Wall Covering

SIECLE
Siecle Paints 
SMILE PLASTICS
Bottle
Dapple
Yoghurt Pot
Wellies

SOPHIE GORTON
Cushioning The Guilt
Grandad‘s Jumper
Old Blanket

SPACE ODDITY
Reholstered

SPINIFEX
OTE / OTI
TLIP

SPROUT DESIGN
Binvention

STARTUP DESIGN
Giraffe Chair

STEPHANIE HUGHES
Gardening Gloves 

STUDIOMOLD
Big Crush 
Fret 
Little Crush
Peggy Sue Lamp

TING
Safety Belt Bag

TOM MACHIN
Green Wood Design

TOMEK RYGALIK
Semi

TRI-DESIGN
Vidloo

USE UK
Clutch Bags
Cushions
Lampshades

WEMAKE
Big Girls’ Bags
Big Kid’s Mitts
Flowmaker Cards

WW.MODCONS
Shelves For Life

XIMENA RANSOM
Tweed Cushions 

ZERO-WASTE DESIGN
Tengreen

ZORA LA FÉE
Cushion Ecosystem
Rain Of Flowers

[RE]DESIGN 06: 
GOOD AND GORGEOUS?
Can gorgeous design also be good – for 
you, for others and for the environment? 
That’s the challenge addressed by the 
innovative products, materials and 
installations showcased at [re]design 06.

Bringing together 80 exciting companies, 
ranging from established and award 
winning eco-design pioneers to 
up-and-coming new designers, [re]design 
06 is a space to play, think, learn, get 
inspired and make connections.

Whether they’re recycling, reusing or 
reducing, sourcing sustainably, designing 
for disassembly, fair trading, inviting 
interaction and play, or connecting owner 
and object through customisation, all the 
designers and companies at [re]design 06 
are exploring ways to make their products 
friendly to people and the planet.

GROWPOD
JENNY HUBBARD DESIGN
A practical alternative to plastic – this herb 
growing kit made of recycled paper is 
completely compostable at end of life.

STAMP IT!
JENNY HUBBARD DESIGN
You really ‘can’ make your own badges out 
of drinks cans, with this handy kit made 
from plywood off cuts. 

SILVER SANDWICH BOX 
JENNY HUBBARD DESIGN
Questions attitudes to disposability by 
combining a precious (and recyclable) 
material with a throwaway form. 

BIRTY
EMMA BERRY
Reinventing an old pleated skirt as a stylish 
bag – each one unique, with character and 
function determined by existing features. 

SAFETY BELT BAG
TING
Keep your belongings safe inside this smart, 
strong and practical bag made from end of 
line seatbelt.

MILKIT
PLAY DESIGN
Handy kit containing all you need to turn a 
milk bottle into a personalised table lamp 
with a selection of gorgeous graphics.  

MEDITE ECOLOGIQUE
MEDITE MDF
The friendly MDF – with no added 
formaldehyde and just as versatile as the 
conventional kind, its pretty handy andy.

BIORESIN
CANONBURY ARTS
The world’s first sunflower oil based resin. 
Clear and strong, with uses from road 
surfaces to surfboards to jewellery.

GRASS BOARD
PLI DESIGN
Natural material produced entirely from 
types of grass – formaldehyde-free 
wheat-board core with bamboo veneer.  

YOGHURT POT 
SMILE PLASTICS
Plastic sheet made from factory reject 
yoghurt pots – including the remains of foil 
lids – giving a subtly shaded, flecked effect.

DAPPLE
SMILE PLASTICS
Chunky-patterned plastic sheet made from 
shredded food containers, factory scrap and 
(optional) underground utilities pipes. 

BOTTLE
SMILE PLASTICS
Colourful, easy to work plastic sheet, with a 
distinctive pattern of spots and streaks. Made 
from UK recycled bottles.

GRASS TABLE
PLI DESIGN
Simple, versatile table made from grass 
board with natural wax coating and glueless 
assembly.

HONEYCOMB SHELF SYSTEM
PLI DESIGN
Modular aluminium support system with 
wheat-board shelves. Disassembles at end 
of life into compostable or recyclable parts.

HOOP
PLI DESIGN
Elegantly curved table with bamboo 
surfaces, birch wood and recycled paper 
core, and organic eggshell lacquer finish. 

SIECLE PAINTS
SIECLE
Siecle and their mascot Grushilda love 
colour and love to make you smile – with 
their  eco-friendly, durable, low-VOC paints.

SEMI
TOMEK RYGALIK
An elegant ceramic piece reinventing 
existing glasses and jars as an endless 
variety of gorgeous vases. 

SUSTAINABLE ISSUE MAPPING
A420
A tool for mapping and balancing challenges 
and opportunities within any design project - 
financial, environmental, social and personal. 

BEN
REESTORE
Compact bin designed to encourage 
collection of recyclables and re-use of 
plastic bags in offices and homes.

YEW BOARD BACK CHAIR
JULIENNE DOLPHIN-WILDING
Characterful chair made from reclaimed 
English yew, salvaged from a veeneer 
company’s rejects. 

KILJUHANHI
ECORESONANCE
100% recycled materials (ABS resin, steel 
and timber). Profits help save the Kiljuhanhi 
– Finnish for Lesser White Fronted Goose. 

SUSPENDING LAMP 
HÉLÈNE DOLLEY
A graceful lamp made economically from 
folded, screw-fastened polypropylene sheets. 
Open or close it for direct or diffuse light.  

OTHER PEOPLE’S WISHES
HÉLÈNE DOLLEY
Empathise, imagine and connect – as you 
describe your chosen character's needs on 
a ribbon and place them among the group.

WWW.REDESIGNDESIGN.ORG
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON DESIGNERS AND COMPANIES WHO DON’T WANT TO MAKE LANDFILL VISIT

[RE]DESIGN 06 EXHIBITORS
The lovely [re]design 06 exhibitors are:

KIDDI BENCH
GREEN-WORKS
Rescued from reclaimed office furniture, old 
board gets to feel young again as part of a 
range of furniture for schools.

CUBE
GREEN-WORKS
Simple, versatile and modular system of 
50cm units which bolt together to make 
anything from seating to shelving to tables.

HARE RUG
ANNIE SHERBURNE DESIGNS
A rug to put a spring in your step – its 
leaping hare design is made with jute, hemp, 
British Alpaca and recycled industrial waste.

[RE]PLAY
[RE]DESIGN
Spin the wheel, pick a card and reinvent 
everyday products using the 9 [re]words, 
key strategies for friendly design. 

ROCKY CINEMA CHAIRS
GUY ARZI
You’ll truly rock in these bright and bold 
superhero styled chairs made from 
reclaimed cinema seats.

OTE / OTI
SPINIFEX
Wall unit range featuring storage spaces, 
photo frame, chalkboard surface and 
magnetic paint for improved communication.

PENDANT LIGHT
FANNY FELIPEZ BOSS
A gentle glow is diffused through cactus 
wood's natural splitting patterns. Made from 
wild cacti that have died naturally.

BENCH OR TABLE
FANNY FELIPEZ BOSS
Its simple form reveals the intricate splitting
patterns of dried cactus wood. Made from 
wild cacti that have died naturally.

SQUARE LAMP 
CAROLINE RAFFAN GLASS 
Delicately patterned, this handcrafted 
recycled glass lamp uses low energy bulbs 
and is suitable for shelf or wall. 

PINTLESS
KIN
Save a pint of water every time you flush, by 
placing this witty alternative to a brick in 
your cistern.

PEGGY SUE LAMP
STUDIOMOLD
Peggy Sue, we love you... With unique 
quirky charm, fringe of clothes pegs, and 
animals on your elegant re-used lampbase.

BOILER HOUSE
BRICK LANE LONDON E1


